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Our project in design six was to renovate the
cafeteria we ﬁrst started by studying the cafeteria
and the spaces around it. I based my project on
an installation made up of striped-colored curves
that weave together creating separate spaces to
join numerous groups found on campus with different point of views and religion. From the installation I decided to centralize the curved lines and
.the colors only in the heart of my project
I protruded the cafeteria to the outside of the
building to have a view on the LAU campus (upper
gate), were most people enjoy their morning
coffee with a visual continuity were interactions
take place. The second step was to ﬁnd a place for
the ofﬁce I replaced by the terrace, so I placed the
ofﬁces on one side parallel to the cafeteria’s wall in
a homogenous manner. In a symmetrical method
which is on the other wall side of the cafeteria I
placed the booths with linear pots to separate one
booth from the other, plus adding privacy to each
booth. All of these booths are set on a stage to
differentiate the spaces. Cafeteria can be entered
from two sides with two linear paths that leads to
the end of the cafeteria were food is served. I also
added two cashiers on both ends of the bar for
people coming from one side walk though have a
look at the food and pay and vice versa. This walk
though is a stage to highlight and give importance
to the bar as well as drawing a separation between
spaces. I also added a U- shaped bar on the other
end for coffee to serve students going to class
through the cafeteria using stairs or elevator or
students meeting on the terrace. The toilets are
set in a rectangular shape that separates the
terrace from the rest of the cafeteria. All of these
elements (ofﬁces, booths, toilet, paths, and bar)
act like the frames to the central most active part
of the cafeteria. The center only have organic
shapes which are the tables attached to the
columns to hide and become the lighting element
itself
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